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Coronavirus update: Airline bookings stall as Americans again grow skeptical of air travel. Get the latest.

Takaezu art to be displayed at RAM
Jul 29, 2019

0

"Purple Closed Form" by Toshiko Takaezu.
Jon Bolton

R

ACINE — “It’s Like Poetry: Building a Toshiko Takaezu Archive at RAM”
will be on display through July 26 in the Windows on Fifth Gallery at

the Racine Art Museum, 441 Main St.
The exhibition features a variety of works from RAM”s collection by renowned
artist Toshiko Takaezu (1922-2011).
RAM’s archive now numbers over 30 works, including Takaezu’s most
expansive grouping, the installation comprised of 14 “human-sized” forms, the
Star Series. Significantly, the museum’s holdings span the range of Takaezu’s
working career — with a double-spouted pot from the 1950s being the earliest
and the Star Series (1999-2000) being the latest. There are also drawings and
prints — works with forms that echo the shapes of Takaezu’s threedimensional pieces while also reflecting her sensitivity to shape and color. This
exhibition features small bowls, toasting goblets, platters, two-foot high closed
pieces and large spheres created over several decades of the artist’s career.
Takaezu created work — paintings, prints, fiber and cast bronze in addition to
her well-known ceramic pieces of varying sizes — that embodied a poetic
balance between art and life. RAM has been acquiring a range of pieces by
Takaezu — from individual forms to multi-part installations — and establishing
an archive that documents this significant artist who pushed the boundaries of
clay in the late 20th century.

Takaezu was inspired by nature and the environment, noting the early
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influence of her home state, Hawaii. She combined this with an interest in
color and surface — her signature Makaha blue (a rich blue) being one of many
tones she used. She was an artist in tune with concepts of balance and
harmony — interior/exterior, planning/unpredictability, calm/tense,
large/small.
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Suspect charged with homicide for Saturday
Douglas Ave. shooting
Aug 12, 2020

RACINE — A Racine man has been charged with homicide for the Douglas
Avenue shooting on Saturday night that left one person dead.

CRIME AND COURTS

Two sex offenders to live in Caledonia; here's
why police are releasing their info
Aug 12, 2020

Both men have served their prison sentences and are now allowed to live
outside of incarceration while under supervised release. Their addresses
have not yet been released.
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Racine woman, 52, arrested for allegedly
running 16th Street crack house
Aug 15, 2020

RACINE — A 52‐year‐old Racine woman has been charged for allegedly
running a crack house.

CRIME AND COURTS

Identity released of man killed in Saturday
shooting outside Outbreak Billiards on
Douglas Ave.
Aug 13, 2020

The Racine Police Department identified the man killed just after 10 p.m. Saturday in a shooting on Douglas Avenue
as 23‐year‐old Guillermo "Choop" Martinez.

CRIME AND COURTS

Pleasant Prairie man allegedly got into a
multi-vehicle crash on Highway 31 after
smoking marijuana
18 hrs ago

MOUNT PLEASANT — A Pleasant Prairie man got into a car crash Thursday after allegedly smoking marijuana.

LOCAL NEWS

After deaths at Racine County nursing home,

Federal VA nurses called in to help
Aug 13, 2020

Five people, three of whom had tested positive for COVID‐19, have died in
the last week at the Veterans Home at Union Grove amid an outbreak at
the nursing home. All three who had tested positive for the novel coronavirus were veterans that were already
nearing the ends of their lives and receiving hospice care, the Wisconsin Department of Veterans Affairs has
confirmed.

LOCAL NEWS

WILL threatens Racine Unified with legal
action over private school busing
Aug 15, 2020

RACINE — In a somewhat familiar move for the group, the Wisconsin
Institute for Law and Liberty is again threatening to take legal action if R…

CRIME AND COURTS

Racine man allegedly hit victim with wooden
board, blood found all throughout building
Aug 14, 2020

RACINE — A Racine man allegedly hit someone with a wooden board and
police reported finding blood on the steps and smeared on the railing of
a…

CRIME AND COURTS

Bohners Lake man allegedly flashed a woman,
tried to start picking fights at Burlington bars
Aug 11, 2020

BURLINGTON — A Bohners Lake man allegedly flashed a woman and tried
to start picking fights at bars Saturday night in the city’s Downtown area.

CRIME AND COURTS

Man allegedly threatened client after being
reported to the Better Business Bureau
Aug 12, 2020

RACINE — A Racine man allegedly threatened his client after being
reported to the Better Business Bureau for unfinished work, county
prosecuto…
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